U.N. Emergency Session Called

Firm To Analyze Iowa City Planning

By TOM MAINE

Residents of Iowa City's present-day growing residential neighborhoods, commerce and industries are well aware of the changes that have already occurred in recent years. But the city is now changing into a major business center, and a student may register for a course in the University of Iowa's graduate school of business, and a career in higher education, and from the Employment Office, the growth will be related to national and international surveys will be made on the city. No new surveys are expected, but five-year plans are being considered for the city. No new surveys are expected, but five-year plans are being considered for the city.
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New Housing Development
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General Notices
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Mock-up of Housing Project
Open for Inspection Today

Unit Floor Plan and Suggested Furnishings

By JUAN DAVIDS
City Editor

Whether it be a two-room, secondary apartment or a two-room
apartment-for-hire, there's a new-born look of line at the floor. It's the same that counts.

The living room is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bedroom is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The kitchen is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bathroom is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The closet is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The laundry room is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The dining room is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The study is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The living room window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bedroom window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The kitchen window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bathroom window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The closet window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The laundry room window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The dining room window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The study window is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The living room door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bedroom door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The kitchen door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bathroom door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The closet door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The laundry room door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The dining room door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The study door is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The living room lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bedroom lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The kitchen lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The bathroom lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The closet lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The laundry room lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The dining room lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

The study lamp is a light green and is situated in a quiet area.

Daily Iowaan Photos by Walter Kleines
Aussie Runner Beats Elliott, Sets World 2-Mile Mark

Elliott, a native of London, completed the 1 mile in 3:59.2, a new world record, and also won the 2-mile race in 8:28.2. Elliott was followed by Charles Bland of Australia in 8:37.2 and John Roche of New Zealand in 8:37.8.

Miss Fladso in Women's Western Junior Final

Miss Fladso dominated the field, finishing 100 yards ahead of her nearest competitor. She won the event with a time of 1:59.1, setting a new world record. Her performance was considered the best of the year.

Two Lead Field in 1st Midwest Open

In the first Midwest Open, two lead players emerged. The first was Joe Thompson with a score of 65, and the second was Tom Matthews with a score of 66. They both dominated the field and showcased their skills.

New Extra Point Rule for The Fans, Says Rice Coach

Coach Rice emphasized the importance of the new extra point rule. He said it would increase excitement and engagement among fans. The rule change was considered a significant advancement in the sport.

A New Steepler?

Seven-year-old Larry Johnson, a distance runner from Chicago, set a new national record for his age group. His performance was remarkable, and he is being considered a potential future star in the sport.
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SUMMER SALADS?

Plan those Cool Summer Salads and eye-appealing Fruit Plates at your Me Too Store, where the wide variety of garden-fresh Vegetables and Orchard-ripe Fruits make menu-planning a breeze. Your budget will profit, too, since these top-quality foods are always low-priced at Me Too.
Gore Widens Lead In Tennessee Primary

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Al Gore, campaigning as an accommodating Democrat who would ensure business as usual, has pulled away from Fred Harris in the Tennessee Democratic presidential primary, campaign sources said. The two rivals were competing for the nomination at the Democratic National Convention in July.

The results of the Tennessee primary are expected to be announced tonight.

Mr. Gore, who is running for the Democratic nomination, is expected to win the Tennessee primary with a comfortable margin, according to campaign sources.

The Tennessee primary is the second of three primary elections in the South, following Louisiana and Georgia.

Mr. Harris, who is running for the Democratic nomination, is expected to lose the Tennessee primary with a narrow margin, according to campaign sources.
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No Pepper Market in Subway

The man with the pepper market is Steven Faison, 31, of Great Falls, Va. He says it's a matter of health and safety to restrict sales of pepper, as it can be used as a weapon.

He said he doesn't sell the pepper in the market because it's been a popular pastime for people to sprinkle pepper on their food. However, he does sell it to those who need it for medical reasons or as a defense tool.

‘Free Press’ Speech

In College Text

Says Ingenious,
Creativeness of WSUI

By AL SCHAEFER

Staff Writer

If you've never been to a Saturday morning physics lecture, chances are you've never been to a Saturday morning physics lecture. But the University of Illinois Physics Department, under the leadership of Prof. John Weidner, has been presenting these lectures for over 30 years and they're now available to the public. The lectures are held at 9 a.m. on Saturday mornings in the Physical Sciences Building, and they cover a variety of topics in physics. Weidner says he started giving these lectures to help students understand the material better and to make it more accessible to the general public. He also enjoys sharing his passion for physics with others. People who attend the lectures say they are enlightening and informative. If you're interested in attending, just show up at the Physical Sciences Building on Saturday mornings at 9 a.m. and join in on the fun!